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Inkshed provides a forum for its subscribers to explore relationships among research, theory, and
practice in language acquisition and language use. Subxribers are invited to submit informative pieces such
as notices, reports, and reviews of articles, journals, books, textbooks, conferences, and workshops, as well as
polemical discussions of events, issues, problems, and questions of concern to teachers in Canada interested
in writing and reading theory and practice.
Inkshed is published four times during the academic year. The following is a schedule of submission
deadlines and approximate publication dates:

1 September, for 15 September
1November, for 15 November

1 February, for 15 February
1 April, for 15 April

The newsletter is supported financially by the Department of Curriculum and Instruction, the Centre
for the Study and Teaching of Writing, and the Faculty of Education, McGill University, and by its
subscribers. Make cheques for $10.00 payable to Faculty of Education, McGill University.

Editorial lnkshedding
This special issue of the newsletter provides a variety of summer readiug material. The longest
running Inkshed conversation, on the topic of textbooks, is continued here by its originator -Russ
Hunt - and added to by a new voice - Debbie Metchette. In addition, Stan Straw offers a detailed
account of the events leading up to his proposal for a publication series. A call for proposals for that
series is also included.
The rest of the newsletter provides a synopsis of the Inkshed 9 conference in the form of session
summaries, excerpts from conference inkshedding, and a report from Ann Beer on the CASWAR
business meeting that concluded the conference. This issue of Inkshed represents the work of many
people. In addition to those who regularly race against deadlines to help produce Inkshed, we would
like to thank Bill Boswell, Chris Bullock, Pat Dias, Nancie Kahan, Mary Mar, and Sharron Wall for
their thoughtful commentaries and careful inkshed editing. Their selection of excerpts was based on
a number of criteria: clarity of handwriting, presence of signatures, and independence from context.
In other words, if they couldn't read it, if it wasn't signed, or if it made no sense to people not at the
conference, they didn't excerpt it.
Thanks are also due to Louise Murphy, who has, with unfailing good humour and patience, typed all
of the words that made up Volume 10 ofinkshed. She has workedfrom handwritten and typed texts,
e-mail, and computer disk; she has even endured telephone dictation. Her place in Heaven is assured
(we had to promise that or she wouldn't have done the work). Once Louise has finished her
salvational task, the Inkshed diskette goes to Jim Harris of our Media Centre, who does the final
layout; many thanks to him for the great look of the newsletter.

Next year
We have one excellent but short submission for Inkshed 11.1. Now that it is dangerous to sit in the
sun, we expect Inkshedders will use their summer months to write brief, brilliant contributions to the
conversation. Since invention is the theme for Inkshed 10, we urge you to invent and submit. We
welcome all sorts of contributions, including book reviews, poetry, reports on research, teaching
ideas, thoughts-in-progress, and anything else you would like to share.

Subscriptions
In order to simplify record-keeping, we will be asking you to re-subscribe once a year-in October.
New subscribers will receive back issues of the year's newsletter up to the date of their subscriptions.
If you have subscribed during 1991-92 and did not receive a full year of Inkshed, let us know. Our
first issue in the fall will include a subscription form.
Have a wonderful summer.

Anthony Pare
Ann Beer
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Session headings from I n k h d conference
Banff, May 1992
Session One:

"Texts, Readers, and Teacher Power"
Pat Dias

Session Two:

"Texts Across the System"
Bill Boswell
Pat Sadowy
Judy Segal
Ann Beer/Anthony Par6
Jim Bell
Michael Young

Session Three:

"Enculturationor Transformation?"
Deanne Bogdan
Alayne Sullivan
Stan Straw

Session Four:

"Text Use and Creation: A Spectrum"
Catherine Schryer
Doug Brent
Trevor Gambell

Session Five:

"Context, Anti-Context, Intertext"
Phyllis ArtidJean Chadwick/Jacqueline Howse
James Brown/Mary-Louise Craven/Leslie Sanders

Session Six:

"Minds and Manners"
Janet Giltrow/Michele Valiquette
Barbara Powell

Session Seven: "Machines"
Nancie Kahan

Session Eight:

"Perspectives on Invention"
Dawson C. Harms
Jamie MacKinnon
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Session One Summary:
"Texts, Readers, and Teacher Power"

-

Pat Dias

Pat argued that, <asteachers, we are responsible for meating a classroom environment that engages
and empowers readers.
Interventionists, those who see literature as a way of teaching ideology and the reading of literary
texts as something other than an aesthetic experience, devalue students' own personal responses to
text. With an interventionist teacher, students will not learn to trust their own interpretations. By
allowing students to trust their o w n reading rather than to look at text through the eyes of someone
else, the teacher creates a context where they can become both engaged and empowered
Mary Mar

Inkshedding from Session One
I agree, I agree, I agree. I mean about the students' right to travel, to "see the museum" themselves,
not with that intrusive taped guide in their ear. What baffles me though, still, (or again!) is the kind
of textual experience, class experience, and ideological experience that can have led to this idea of
needing to
them resistant readers. As if it's something you do to students. And also, why is
this kind of critical theoretical position so incredibly hostile to art, to the artistic process, and to the
kind of creativity or imagination that is every reader's right when they do let themselves be swept
u p in a text, made to laugh or cry or sympathize or feel horror or surprise?

Artiits don't just live in their heads, in some cerebral rational framework; they live in instinct and
physical sensation as well as reason and imagination. Every child in that sense is an artist. What's so
awful is to see how schooling, where the teacher holds the agenda (old or new style), crushes that
art. Until, by the time they leave, they are often disassociated from feeling and intuition and even
from their own taste.
Ann Beer

I agree that the classroom context -classroom practices -must reflect a respectful transaction with
students. A teacher of literature should be able to trust the student's own reading process to
eventually come to grips with some of the ideas presented. This may take time and it seems to me
that teachers who push for an interpretation - a right interpretation - are simply impatient. They
are also being disrespectful of the learning process.
Mary Mar
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I do not think literature should be "used" to promote values. It is through literature that students
may develop their own values -but that is a very different thing. The promotion of values through
literature is not only wrong in itself, but also assumes that the "poem" has a meaning that the
teacher/school/system has decided on.
This notion destroys the literary text which should constantly be written by those who read it and
thus grow -instead of being reduced to a vehicle for propaganda.
Bill Boswell

I have a lot of faith in students (as) and readers. The notion of readers as "victims" posits an outside/
above perspective --derogatory and condescending in nature -on students.
Give students the chance to read widely; reading well will follow.
Jamie MacKinnon

The kind of understanding a student has of a text depends on so many factors - background,
r e a d i g behaviour, interaction with others about the same text, whether they write or speak about
their understancling. Does it really matter if they get it wrong - given that one text among many
shouldn't make a difference.The stage of reading development changes with the amount and type
of reading; a large reading experience will provide its own resistance - texts themselves will resist
each other.
Debby Dobson

Patrick offers us an either-or proposition: the teacher either interferes with the student's reading of
the text (Bizzell), helping the student to see the "seduction" of the text,
the teacher allows the
students to find for themselves the seduction of the text.
Why not allow students to learn collaboratively, in conversation? If the text itself is a statement
within a conversation, why not try to extend that conversation?
At the same time, we know that many students want - demand - the teachefs WORD. Many
students fall into Perry's Black vs. White category, at the lowest end of the ethical/aesthetic/
interpretive development. Will these students follow modelling of a teachefs method if the teacher
offers a collaborative method of reading, or will the students simply be turned off reading?
Henry Hubert
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Patrick is admirably committed to endorsing some (all?)of the plurality of readings which students
might give a text. I think he's right: telling -even inviting -your student/readers to "read against
the grain" - not be seduced by a text - already implies a "rightel" reading or at least a righter
direction for meaning making - one which the teacher already knows. Still I want to be able to do
that -to direct students to read in certain ways. I don't want to imply that mine is the only/righter/
better reading. I want to ask them, for instance, to try reading against the grain of Hemingway or
Lawrence - to see the text as a construct designed to create a certain kind of pull and to see the
possibility of pulling in another direction.
James Brown

As usual with these pleas for relinquishing control, I wonder what happens when we (teachers) are
removed from power -what fills the vacuum? There is always a pressure (and a desire?) to read a
certain way -to read as others read. We do not want our readings to be so totally idiosyncratic as to
mark us as insane, as outside, as wrong. So what force takes over in the teacher-less classroom? The
small group, the larger group, can they create the opportunities for critical and challenging public
readings? We do want people to be angry at texts, to be elated by texts, but what happens when the
group cannot legitimize what seems the "right" response? What happens when the group does not
reject clearly racist or sexist texts?

Anthony Pare

I think the metaphor of seduction and resistance to the pleasure of the text is a problem, because it
implies a defensive stance.
It implies that reading against the grain is a purely or wholly defensive reaction, whereas in fact it is
a recreative one - a re-invention of the text. From its inception, resistance to the text's
blandishments is a way of embracing the text more fully in order to please oneself as reader.
How to avoid the feeling of arriving without having travelled? Be a soft guide. Lead through leading
questions. Let trust build slowly.
Jack Robinson

Does what Patrick has called "the philosophical interventionism" of Bizzell and Scholes represent an
assault on reader response in the classroom? I think it does in a number of ways. While I agree
wholeheartedly that texts are socially constructed, they are not solely that. Psychoanalytic theory
plays an important part here. Seduction is one side of the coin. The other side is the powerful appeal
to the unconscious, which is different from the non-conscious. In Jncques Lacan and the Adventure of
Insight Shoshana Felman speaks of the act of knowing as a literary act in that the knower in large part
does not know wholly what s/he knows. Yet s/he knows nonetheless. This is an aspect of aesthetic
knowing that is vehemently denied by the social constructionists, and which I think is preserved
through literary reading. From this perspective I think that we have to reconsider whether texts are
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less important than what we do with them in the class. Texts read the reader's unconscious. But the
unconscious is also a reader of texts.
Deanne Bogdan
This session points out an important cliffimlty with Reader Response.

As a teacher, I'm a person too. I have the right to my reactions. I don't have the right to shove my
reactions down my students' throats. But dam it, my reactions are important too. The least I can do
is ask questions. I always ask questions -the depth charge kind of questions - the ones you think
about for a long time aftenvards.

Cathy Schryer

I agree totally that excessive premeditated politicization of reading is rubbish. Many writers on the
subject of "empowerment" these days seem to see empowennent of the student as meaning forang
the student to see things as politically as they. This is indeed an abuse of teacherly authority. The
world has more in it than politics anyway, despite Orwell's insistence that aU questions are political
questions.

But is the only other alternative free wandering? Patrick suggests a very nondirective approach isn't our role indeed something l i e that of a tour guide, at least in more introductory courses? They
need to be shown what's out there rather than just stumbling around.
Doug Brent

Of course students must create or recreate the text for themselves first. But tour directors and
teachers know the territo~yor the text from their own valuable perspectives. Sharing and
perspectives may be gifts - if given gently, tentatively and openly. Sharing ideas about text need
not be a matter of control or power, though it may be. The teacher who draws out ideas she has not
thought of before is the delighted learner - but neither students nor teachers should be limited by
their own ways of recreating text.

Christine hlowat

Well, I agree, we can't just force our left-liberal ideas down people's throats. But we have to
recognize that people have a lot of other ideas shoved down their throats, by the media ui particular.
What's wrong with a reader representing a different position, as a point in the debate, without
insisting that everyone adopt that position? How will students get the sense of a well-worked out
position otherwise? People need to get the benefit of what the reader has to offer as well as the
benefit of self-decision and selfdirection.
Chris Bullock
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I agree that "prescribing (tour-guide) resistance" is probably worse than simply letting students be
"seduced" by a text -but surely somewhere along the way students who have lived their lives as

respecters of texts' authority have to be encouraged to resist, have to be guided into how they - at
whatever level they are at <an question, deconstruct, and resist texts. And this guidance to me
seems to be a teachefs legitimate role. Perhaps teachers should consaously take their work a step
further, though, and ask students how their readings (the teachers' resistant readings) might
themselves be questioned and pulled apart.

Jo-Anne Andre

Session Two Summary:
"Texts Across the System"

-

Bill Boswell, Pat Sadowy, Judy Segal, Ann Beer/
Anthony Pare, Jim Bell, Michael Young

This session put together teachers positioned differently in relation to (mainly) composition
textbooks (text-producers, text users), and in relation to the school system, to see if common themes
would emerge.

Bill Boswell introduced the session by commenting on the "fixity" of the textbook for its producer.
As a writer he was always "ahead" of the textbooks he had written, and thus in an ambiguous
relationship to them. Next, Anthony Pare and Ann Beer described the experience of writing a
textbook (co-authored with three others) that had gradually emerged from a course taught, and
expanded, over the period of a decade and more. Anthony and Ann discussed their growing
dissatisfaction with Linda Flowefs cognitive approach and the student authority achieved by using
a not yet authorized text; they also raised the question of what wiU happen to this authority now the
text is published. Jim Bell reported the results of his investigation of textbook use by ABE (Adult
Basic Education) teachers. His discovery was that only a small minority of ABE teachers could be
said to use a current process approach in teaching writing; most ABE teachers focussed on editing
rather than audience, and had little sense of textbooks as the products of living authors.
Pat Sadowy examined the teaching of writing in several basal language arts programs designed for
elementary schools. She found these programs emphasized student writing activities but did not
emphasize teacher instruction, or process activities l i e drafting, editing, or wxiting for real
audiences. Judy Segal reported the results of an extensive comparison of current writing handbooks.
She had discovered that the handbook vision of the act of writing was often inconsistent and
contradictory, that the handbook vision of good writing relied much on traditional precept and little
on example, and the world of student writers created by the handbook was a world of the white,
young, heterosexual, ablebodied and carefree, a world strangely similar to that of the TV sitcoms.
Michael Young explored problems in the "fixity" of the textbook and raised the possibility of the online textbook, which could be changed to reflect new knowledge, class interests etc.
Chris Bullock
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Inkshedding from Session Two
How about this question: what is a text anyway? Let's destabilize the notion a little: visual texts, texts
of sound and motion, anti-texts, intertexts, contexts, pretexts. We're in a poststructuralist age here.
Alayne Sullivan

I'm wary about stuff going on-line. It's not going to be Nirvana ...Going on line might mean a return
to learning in bits and bites, without teachers."
Cathy Schryer

The image that sticks in my mind is of the "draft text" that was used with students early in the
process [described by Anthony and Ann]. Response from the whole variety of people who used the
text was encouraged and it led to revision and further response from the writers. If, somehow, we
could freeze that process, it would help us emphasize the contingency of texts and undermine their
implicit authority. If only all texts could be "draft texts."
Sandy Baardman

Even textbooks/handbooks should be but introductions to a conversation about writing. However,
for teachers to conduct a conversation about writing, teachers themselves must know something
about the conversation.
Henry Hubert

I'm interested in the statement...about the harmfulness of taking a little bit of this pedagogy and a
little bit of that ...Aren't there good reasons for a certain amount of picking and choosing. There are
some students for whom, and some situations in which, I want to direct attention to a cognitive
approach; others for whom a i d in which I want to emphasize social contexts/process. And I don't
think I do my students a disservice by picking and choosing in this way.
Susan Drain

Okay, handbooks are viewed as resource books, reference books, something to be used, not read.
Maybe the mistake I made was actually readine them,
Judy Segal
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Thii tendency [for students] to believe everything that the text says results in some amusing and not
so amusing errors. One is thinking that the authors have conducted all the research reported.
Another is adopting as true things that are only true in the States, such as laws about mainstreaming.
Laura Atkinson

I found the idea which Michael proposed about on-line texts -texts that could be modified by the
authors and/or by the teachers - interesting...But what could be exating could also have a great
potential for disaster. Verbal teacher mediation is one thing; entrenched mediation is another. I
wonder if it would be worth that risk
Pat Sadowy

[In handbooks] there is no sense of an ongoing argument about what makes good writing and how
one should achieve it. Rather there is projected a sense that this is all settled territory and the author
is merely reporting on it. Experts lose their voice of expertness when they write in this genre. No
wonder Judy finds [handbooks] so interchangeable.
Doug Brent

Session Three Summary:
"Enculturationor Transformation?"- Deanne Bogdan, Alayne Sullivan, Stan Straw
All three papers in this session addressed questions of power and literature. Deanne described a case
in Ontario in which black students successfully lobbied to have Lord of the Flies removed from a
school board's curriculum because of a sentence that offended them. Alayne spoke of the
effectivenessof small group work in the literature classroom and the benefits students derive from
having greater control over their choice of and response to readings. Stan warned of the dangers of
complete freedom in reader-response approaches to literature. As examples, he described two
situations, one in which aggressive male students dominated classroom discussions, and one when a
lesbian poet was called a "fucking dyke." As often happens, the last paper in the session - Stan's became the topic of discussion and inkshedding. The central concern addressed was the degree to
which we as teachers could or should shape ourstudents' readings or, without such control, how we
could avoid offensive readings.
Anthony Par6
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Inkshedding from Session Three
So what are we teachers to do? The key, it seems to me, is the climate that exists in the classroom. A
tall order, I know, but I feel we need to work towards establishing a place where it is safe to state
what you feel and where your point of view will be listened to; where you are free to disagree hut, at
the same time, have to be willing to change your mind. This is the responsibility of the teacher.

I come back to what I consider is the problem. Should we as teachers concern ourselves with
attitudes, or polite behaviour? Is it okay for kids to think the way they d o as long as they don't voice
these feelings?
Bill Boswell

Through dialogue a sense of metacognitive and metaepistemological (whew!) awareness can be
created. We can encourage teachers and students to suspend their and the text's assumptions as
apart from self in order to examine them. Use heuristics to evaluate the assumptions that shape a
text, and evaluate those evaluative heuristics. Shifting hermeneutics is not as slippery and sinister as
it might seem. Shifting hermeneutics is a part of dialogue.
J a m i e Edwards

Everything seems to boil down to what happens in the classroom -what texts we choose, what we
do with them, how we respond to discussions and "inappropriate" responses. It strikes me that one
useful way to deal with student reactions that are "inappropriate" in some way (e.g., homophobic)
would be to use the inkshedding process - that is inviting students to respond in writing,
anonymously, to the "problematic" readings. Then the inksheddiigs could be read aloud or
circulated. Ideally, the results would reflect a wide range of positions -from identifying with the
"offending" position to demolishing that position.
Jo-Anne AndrC

Whiie I appreciate the intent of Stan's suggestion that we bring in a variety of interpretive
communities and ask students to adopt different perspectives, I see a problem with it. Wow can a
teacher honestly present varying views? How does an atheist present a Christian fundamentalist
view? How does a heterosexual woman present a gay male view? How does a man present a
feminist view? Can any teacher present to students the lens through which he or she has never
looked, has decided to look no longer, or considers wrong. At best it can be presented as limited,
stereotypical.At worst it can be warped or criticized, misrepresenled. This may or may not he done
on purpose -we can only be who we are.
Pat Sadowy
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I hear an argument for imposing certain ways of seeing and reading. Can we "teach" anyone to read
against the text, or must she/he grow into that resistant reading by experiencing the variety of
possible readings? We experience sameness and difference in conversation, in dialogue, in
argument. We learn to read against other readings not, I would argue, by being taught or told how
to, but by choosing for ourselves from themany readings wesee in the world.
Anthony Pare

'What happens when a readefs self is not appropriate material," asks Stan. Well, isn't that the
problem? Don't we want to create situations in which the self is more likely to be engaged
dialogically and, thus, perhaps, change itself? Is there any practical way in which we can get to that
self without engaging with it? Is there a way to get students to reflect without a n assumption that
selves are potentially open?
The problem with asking students to "read against" a canonized text is that "reading against" in
such a situation is not dialogic, but confrontatory. Text selection is not a possible solution to the
problem if texts are proffered as "the text."
'Texts only have power when we give them power/', says Schweikart. But if you set up these kinds
of dichotomies - power/no power; masculinist/anti-mamdinist; racist/anti-racist - then giving
them power makes them dominant and readers subservient. But if we don't accept the
dichotomizations giving texts power doesn't take it away from readers. And giving it to one reader
doesn't take it away from others.
But when we give texts, or a text, the sort of power that is bestowed by making it, as Jamie points
out, "THE novel we're going to read," we invite the dichotomy back into the classroom and it's very
difficult to invite it back out - particularly for the students MOST in danger of reading
submissively, as victims of seduction (whether by the text or the teacher). The situation is one in
which it's very unlikely that flirtations will lead to intercourse - it's one in which, more likely,
seduction will lead either to rejection or date rape.
Russ Hunt

I was struck by Bill's question to Stan -whether the problem was that students voiced certain views
or that they owned them. It seems to me we must welcome rather than suppress "fucking dyke"
(there, I wrote it) -because it creates an opening, a challenge to meet. This in the sense that we must
welcome the Rodney King "event" -because it brings out in the open what has been true all along,
fermenting, festering. But there's a lot of fear here (of course). As teachers, we don't like to confront
our students' "inappropriateness" (from Stan), doubting our own ability to "transfonn" them. But
suppressing the inappropriate -at least when it is discursive (the physical is obviously a different
case) -is not the best thing to do.
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Maybe these awful racist, sexist, homophobic voices must be heard in our classrooms in part so we
can be trained to listen and respond to such undesired, repressed, sometimes residual voices in
ourselves.
Judy Segal

A s we as teachers attempt to liberate our students from the grip of a text interacting with the
prejudices unconsciously brought to the text -as we "teach" the students to read against the grain,
which gt.ain are we teaching the students to resist? Why do we want them to resist that particular
grain? Which grain are we privileging?
What do we assume?Why do we teach writing? We implicitly privilege something. Do we also
victimize? If so, what?
Henry Hubert

In my life, I've read very little that I "identify positively" with. The "goal" of literahue is not
"validation" or "positive assonance." Working from the expliat assumption that one of the goals of
literature is to disturb mitigates or removes the problem of enculturation [and its attendant power
differences].
Jamie MacKinon

My students' desire to normalize all texts to what they see as the "literature of school" is their most
disturbing response. I try to give them access to a variety of texts, ideologies, and aitical approaches,
but the more unconfident readers revert to standards imposed by previous years of teachers. On a
recent final exam some students mi-identified female authors and protagonists as male. The
political dimension was lost, and literature reduced to "people are all the same." (A variation that
comes up when we dkcuss feminist literature and approaches is "Communication is the cornerstone
of a good marriage." This chestnut, known to my sweet students but not to Nora and Tomald, could
presumably have saved the marriage in A D o h House. Literature that I see as possibly liberating for
them they just slot into familiar paths.)
Barbara Powell

As soon as we posit "correct" readings, we are faced with wondering whether and how those
readings ought to occur. This concern, that is, thinking along these lines, leads to considering the
contexts within which such control is best wielded. I believe we are coming at this problematical
issue from the wrong end. Can we not teach (that is, create classroom contexts) in ways that enable
students to read tentatively, with an awareness of their own developing responses and how the text
they are responding to is "working"? Developing a community of readers that allows and values
tentative exploration, attention to differences, respect for "quiet" voices -all this is attainable given
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time and opportunity. It is developing such classrooms we should be working towards, rather than
reacting with or looking for the kinds of intervention that will "correct" the problem.
Patrick Dias

Session Four Summary:
"Text Use and Creation"

-

Cathy Schryer, Doug Brent,Trevor Gambell

This session in various ways considered alternatives to traditional rhetoric or composition textbooks
and anthologies as means of generating a sense of authorship; that is, empowering students as
writers to displace the power of textbooks. Catherine Schryer's presentation, 'Text as Constructive,"
described circumstances in which students can take over kom the teacher responsibility for
constructing knowledge and make knowledge the subject of their own inquiries. Doug Brent's
presentation, "Subverting the Textbook," reported on an experiment to get students involved in the
production of their own rhetoric textbook, the benefits that derived from such an approach, and the
changes he would make in the coming year to make this approach even more productive. In his
presentation, "Students' Texts as Students' Text," Trevor Gambell proposed that we might teach
writing by publishing and using as texts the students' own writing. The approach he described
could also help students realize how meaning, text, and writing are socially constructed.
Pat Dias

Inkshedding from Session Four
I think Trevor brought up a key point in expressing the problem of retaining individuality at the
same time as being (perceived as?) a part of a particular discourse community.
This tension or paradox lies at the "heart" of a lot of the issues we've been discussing - social,
cultural, linguistic, ideological...
Isee this doublebind as representative of the text/textuality which we write and which writes us
Dawson Harms

Both Doug's and Trevofs presentations reminded me of the powerful expectations that genre
arouses: Doug's students recycled anonymous maxims - because that's what the textbook genre
does; Trevor's students selected ANONYMITY a little differently -they endowed themselves with
anonymity, maybe because the genre of textbooks identifies as authors people who are
students
(SO - conceal that identity if fate suddenly assigns you the role of author). Perhaps Cathy's
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presentation also teUs about the power of generic expectations: the Society for Technical
Communication (STC)writers are trying to get that regulatory power to operate. Then they'll have a
genre, their categories will be justified -or their expertise as writers validated,
Janet Giltrow

Doug: I am fascinated by your wrestling with the power of naming - your sense that calling
something a textbook reifies and depersonalizes the product. (Interestingly, it didn't seem to
depersonalize the process students went through in producing the book .) You wonder if calling it
an anthology might avoid this sense of depersonalization. I see what Chris says about anthologies
being nonionversational. But at a deeper level, as Trevor and Doug support, all writing is RESEARCH. I like Doug's idea that all writing is research. Even in personal writing we re-search our
lives, spiralling over familiar temtory to find new meaning. Even personal writing has multivocal or
polyphonic resonances within it. I think this is what Trevor suggests creates a tenuous, unarticulated
sense of a discourse community in the publicized writing of students in a writing class.
Jannie Edwards

I am interested in student-created texts because it partly solves some of the "problems" we
experience as educators in a predominantly aboriginal population.
'Troblem" 1 is, at least for Dene (not as much for Inuit), there is very little written in English or in
one of the five Dene languages in the west. Culturally then, the text is oral and involves concepts
which are foreign to written text (i.e., time of year story was told, to and by whom and in what way
was the story told). Speeches are part of their literature as are how things are learned (a much more
holistic view of learning involving spiritual values).
'Troblem" 2 - do we move from literacy to oracy and not concentrate on written texts -do we use
audio/visual media and community knowledge passed on traditionally? Or do we build our own
texts in the school/community, that is, support a writing process which would provide what we
think we need -written "texts".
Debby Dobson

As someone who deals with technical writers I was intrigued by Cathy's work. STC (and ABC)
certainly need dollops/doses of "new rhetorical" perspectives, much as "comp"/"rhetoric" teachers
need to know more about the world of real technical writing.

Jamie MacKinnon

The opening up, and the opening of our own and our students' minds, to the new flexibility and
range of publicatiow and public discourse, is the most important thing we can do, I think, to work
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toward breaking from the monologic hegemony of the published text in classrooms. To produce the
[textlbook, and expect it to be read, is to be a writer. To be a writer is to become capable of reading
like a writer. To read l i e a writer is to read with involvement, with awareness of the other writer in
the text with you. It's to read dialogically -not in order either to submit or dominate, but in order to
participate in the conversation the text is an utterance in.
Russ Hunt

I was interested in Doug's point that the process of students creating their own text nearly broke
down because of premature grading. Whenever we try to "get real" in our teaching, whether, in this
case, via engaging students in authentic researching/wnting tasks or via engaging them in authentic
response activities, the issue of evaluation keeps on rearing its ugly head.
Pat Sadowy

Session Five Summary:
"Context, Anti-Text, Intertext"

-

Phyllis ArtissfJean ChadwickfJacqueline Howse.

James BrownfMary-Louise Craven/Leslie Sanders
This three-panel session was intended to explore the tension and possibilities in the relationship
between institutions and revisionary text choice and pedagogical practice.
In the fist panel, Jacqueline Howse discussed the struggle to privilege student texts in the context of
a first year course that privileges literary texts, academic prose, and a common examination. Jean
Chadwick then described a second year writing course focussed on Bartholomae's Ways of Reading
and discussed the contradictorypolitical messages of this leftish anthology, the reversion of students
to New Critical quests for coherence when discussing cultural texts of their own choice, and Patricia
Bizzell's claim that the teacher should put his/her political values upfront in the classroom. Finally,
Phyllis Artiss commented on the widening gap between those with the power of textual choice and
those without, and discussed a course in writing pedagogy for graduate students as a way of
influencing these power relations.

The second panel, "An Anti-Canonical Anthology," focussed on a course in critical thinking, reading
and writing taught at Atkinson College, York University. James Brown spoke of ways of
confounding the belie-lettristic tradition with its Arnoldian assumptions by teaching texts as
resources for the skills of reading and writing, not as the repositories of faith, beauty or truth. Leslie
Sanders described the use of texts like Marchak's Ideological Perspectives in Canada and Berger's Ways
of Seeing to give student a sense of what it is to make claim from different ideological perspectives.
Mary Louise Craven discussed ways of dealing with the 'taxonomic urge.'
The third panel, "An Interactive Book About Texts," evoked a course based on Scholes's TextBook
taught by Jannie Edwards and Jack Robinson at Grant McEwan Community College, Edmonton.
With an illustrated and multi-paged handout, Jack and Jannie demonstrated the workings of a
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course that challenged the 'objectivist' assumptions in Ezra Pound's anecdote of Agassiz and the fish
and argued for a more textual and metaphoric understanding of reading, writing and perception.
Chris Bullock

Inkshedding from Session Five
Maybe it's the active, indigenous, local actions of teachers or engaged administrators that
distinguishes the ideological dispositions we approve of from those we regard as undesirable. Once
ideology is institutional (and higher), it's disturbing.
Janet Giltrow

The required texts in the "Critical Thinking, Reading and Writing" course [at Yorkl strike me as very
canonical. To the extent that I know them, the texts are constxuctivist-relativist, leftish-specialist,
postmodem, antimodemist. All of these attributes would be fine in given texts, but show a
("hegemonic"? "totalizing"?) inclination to substitute one set of canonical texts for another when
these attributes are found in all the reading list texts.
Jamie MacKinnon

A lot of research on learning suggests that students learn best from committed teachers.

Henry Hubert

I wonder Kit's remotely possible that there will be some spillover from what the colleges are doing
into what the four-year places are doing. Are James, Mary-Louise, Leslie, Jamie and Jack my
eventual saviours?

Jacqueline Howse

Let's compile a volume -what about Teaching Practice and Post-modern Theoy in a Canadian Content?
Any volunteers? I'll help edit it if anyone is wiUig to take it on with me.
Phyllis Artiss
As for canon, when does anti-canon become canon? (In an hour, a semester, a decade?)
Pat Sadowy
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...for me the issue...is not simply whether my colleagues devalue certain ways of teaching reading
and writing but how I devalue myself and what I do in the ways I relate to my colleagues and to the
profession more generally.

Kay Stewart

In all the presentations this morning I hear a focus on ideas and actions, theories and activities and I
hear very little about how all this might look and feel from a student's point of view...I'm [also]
concerned about the way Inkshed as a conference is marginalizing writing and engagement...The
notion that we write for later publication is a step back towards traditional ways of treating written
text.
Russ Hunt

My students found the "Metaphof chapter [in Te.ribook] extremely useful...We came to the
realization that all language is metaphorical, that...metaphors constitute meaning. My reservation
about Textbook is that it situates itself and everything exclusively in language, claim that language is
reality. For me, feminism goes one step further: it dismantles the hierarchies, undermines them, but
also does something in the 'real' world.
Lahoucine Ouzgane

Group Summaries of Inksheddings, in responding to the inksheddings, raised some of the
follo~ingquestions: How do students actually read texts? What histories do they bring to this
reading? What are the goals for courses such as those described? How does one evaluate/assess
"growth" in such courses? Are these new approaches to texts any more pluralistic then the old
approaches? What happens to student authority in them? Is reading the world as text a valuable
perspective for students to take into the world? Are many of the questions we ask stuck in binary
formulations (teacher/student, literature/humanities, text/action)? How is theory to be
implemented in a first-year course? Can a "canon of resistance" be (itsel0 resisted?
Chris Bullock

Session Six Summary:
"Mindsand Manners" - Janet Giltrow/ Michele Valiquette, Barbara Powell
The focus of both presentations was on the language that seemed to be valued in each of the genres.
According to the findings of Janet Giltrow and Michele Valiquette, guides for the writing of
psychology texts prepared by organizations such as the APA recommend the use of language that is
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clear, concise, simple and objective to the point, they feel, that it is ultimately sterile. Barbara Powell,
on the other hand, described the writing of etiquette books, done mainly by women, as that which
exhibits high moral standards, correct appearance, and the preservation of the status cpo. Polite
behaviour is valued; personal feelings of the writers remain hidden
Bill Boswell

Inkshedding from Session Six
It seems to me that in both the psychology texts and the etiquette book there is both an implicit and
explicit ethic - honesty, politeness, values, and the l i e . I wonder if this is because those of us in
composition and rhetoric have abdicated, in some way, our responsibilities in ethics. Have we
forgotten that a major pillar in Aristotle's classical rhetoric was ethics? We often pretend that we are
only in the business of teaching "good writing" rather than ethical behaviour -ethical behaviour as
realized in writing. Do we need to think about the ecology of writing?
Stan Straw

How quickly the power of certain kinds of language (within highly precise constraints) t u r n into
moral judgments. We are all still implicated in this, I believe, and should watch the tendency to smile
or feel superior to such outlooks. The question is what relationship do we have with the power
structure and status quo (yes, even a "leftiit" intellectual status quo) that can exert influence on
students whose lives are totally different and are trapped within the status quo structures? Are those
writers of etiquette books or the APA types really so different from us?
Ann Beer

I was reminded of the development of the epistolary novel - I seem to remember that Richardson
felt that women wrote differently than men. They called it the "natural" or "familiar" style and saw
it as embodied in letter writing- quite literally. There have been other attempts to define the female
voice as well but the letter writing connection is an interesting one. It was one route to freedom of
expression for women who were often not free to speak- thus had to be regulated and constrained
as to topic and audience.
Laura Atkinson

While I enjoyed making fun of the psych texts' weird notions about writing, I was a little
uncomfortable at our smugness. Those spectacular circular maxims didn't come from nowhere, they
came from English books. They came from our own teaching and that of our colleagues. They came
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from the margins of the English papers these future psychologists wrote in high school and
university. Remember Nancy Sommers' article on responding to student papers?
And of course the maxims weren't invented by us or our teachers, either, as Barbara Powell reminds
us. The inherited "wisdom" of the 78th century, at least. The maxims, as Janet and Michele point out,
protect certain people and certain values precisely by virtue of their impenetrability, their
primitiveness.
Russ Hunt

I am not personally womed that there is a slide into value terms per se. It is unvirtuous to write
prose that is demeaning, misleading, falsified, etc. Moral fenor about writing is fine. But it becomes
problematic when these are mixed in with the idea that hard science is more likely to be frugal,
unified, accurate, correct, thoughtful etc. because it's hard science, and that soft science is better as it
approximates hard saence.
Also it's okay to distinguish saence writing from aesthetic writing on its formal features (plain style,
etc.). There is a set of scientific conventions that can be identified and ought to be learned. But again it
is a problem when these features are seen as non-style, as language to look through transparently to
reality.

Is part of the problem in ourselves - that we teach language uses in such a vacuous way that
saences have to separate themselves from what we teach, or allow ourselves to be perceived as
teaching?
Doug Brent

It seems to me that "objective" writing and the writing valued in etiquette books are both dishonest.
The fist because it erases the messy world and the second because the writer is not allowed to say
what she really feels.
Bill Boswell
Both the Giltrow-Valiquette and Powell presentations reflect the "conduit" concern for writing, with
an ironic concern for the nature of this conduit. Both traditions are both amazingly anti-rhetorical
and rhetorically concerned. Contradictions abound.
As a number of participants in the end d i i s s i o n mentioned - all of us are implicated in much of

what was said. We grin readily, but we also live in glass houses, so.....
Henry Hubert
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"Some disciplines are more resistant to theory than others" .....and some areas within disciplines are,
too. It's a standing joke in English that Anglo-Saxonists are unrepentantly untheoretical. They are so,
I think, because their work is defined (as they see it) by the texts they have- the texts are (more or
less) fixed, given, there, in fact, out there, in some ways in a historical context but
in a
contemporary context, a writer's context but not a reader's context.
Susan Drain

Session Seven Summary:
"Machines" - Nancie Kahan
In this session Inkshedders watched a video that showed the resources computer software can bring
to the study of literahxe through hypertext. The video focussed on a poem, and illustrated how a
student could call u p different readings of the text by actors; historical information about the poem's
theme; critical interpretations of the poem, and so on. In spite of the frequent use of the term
"interactive," all the students apparently had to do was to key in simple commands, watch and
listen.
Sharron Wall and
Ann Beer

Inkshedding from Session Seven
Here is the canon courtesy of Big Bird. Take a bunch of thoroughly bored, passive students and
subject them to a fast-paced, bitesized menu of "knowledge" and reclaim their attention. I fear that
many teachers will also love this stuff, despite the fact that it clearly suggests a teacher-less
classroom. I suspect that it will be marketed as a cost cutting technology and the cost to be cut will be
teachers' salaries.
Anthony Pare
My heart wants lo hold on to some tradition. I want the p o e m I read in paper books -I think I even
want the rich textured papers Barbara referred to in the etiquette manuals. I want to hold a book of
poems, to carry it from my den to my classroom, to the park, to bed. I do not want each word
flashing like Karioke Night at the local bar. I want poetry to be a human experience, shared
betweedamong real people. I am convinced 'TVbabies" can learn this. 1am convinced they need
to.
Pat Sadowy
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I'm alanned by the advertising-style presentation that the program adopts. This is totally
misguided. That inundation of images at the end - which the presenter called a "synopsis" - is
exactly the right metaphor for the whole package, but not for the reason(s) he thinks, I'm sure.
Juxtaposing all those images that way just levels them all out.
Jacqueline Howse

I'm disturbed by how the medium is the message. In this instance, the medium reads to the learners;
it tells them what they should know. The medium tuns the students into passive listeners. It is the
older technology of T.V. This is not an interactiveuse of technology.
Cathy Schryer

Students don't even get the chance to read the poem themselves so I feel the student is getting lost.
And the poem is getting lost. And the class as social context is completely lost.
Chris Bullock

A student who does not Like a written "expert" can reply in writing. But she can't reply in a glitzy
hypertext mode. That is why this is a stage worse than the standard freshman casebook with
footnotes.

Doug Brent

Equally as interesting as the video itself I found the reaction of the viewers. Why did we laugh? I
suspect that thk 18 minute lecturette would lead to better results on an exam in Grade 10 English
than most 20-minute classroom activities in a Grade 10 course. If I'm right in this assumption, why
did we laugh? Was it to keep the deeper tears (and fears) at bay?
Henry Hubert

This video and the attitude of the presenter scare the hell out of me. Is this what business thinks
constitutes a means to effective learning??
Bill Boswell
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My hunch is that after the initial novelty wore off, most students would not like the program.
However, they might object to it less than they object to their teacherJs normal instruction just as
children in 1900's New England sweatshops begged not to be forced back into school.
Jim Bell

In this example clearly we can see the pitfalls and dangers of this technology: trivialization of
content, sexism, collapsing of info into 30second chunks, presentation of readings within an
appropriate range and from appropriate people, etc. etc.
Add to this the cost of producing one of these things -which will work to reinforce the traditional
canon. These are real dangers.

J. Andre

I am very disturbed by this "exciting" way of restructuring knowledge.
- It puts too much mediation between the student and the text.
- It is not interactive: students may be able to click all kinds of boxes, but they can't engage in a
genuine exchange.
It allows the software producer to control what constitutes knowledge for most consumers.
Lahoucine Ouzgane

Who programs the computer and stuffs the data base, selecting some voices and excluding others?
And who is in charge of the acquisition of these things by school boards?
Are these the basal system things of the future - crutches for insecure teachers that never get
outgrown and thrown away?
Susan Drain

This technology could give me and my students access to a wider range of resource materials than I

now have time to provide for each text I teach.
Could it, in fact, provide an
subject to critical inquiry?

interpretation, not mine and not students, that would be easier to
Kay Stewart
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Questionable "facts" when presented in the classroom by teachers are a problem but when
presented by this kind of technology they take on an authority that is a greater problem.
Laura Atkinson

What is left for students to do after seeing this? They are taken as captives to a tiny uninhabitable
island, told that it is the whole world, and abandoned there.
Kenna Manos

Well! This seems evocative of 60-70's RELEVANCE, now technologically on fast forward: the "One
Minute" interpretation in the style of the "One-Minute manager."
Jannie Edwards

No human connection -no human voice -no boredom -but

no delight.
Barbara Powell

What is most dangerous, however, is the deliberate programming of response with all the his\-tech
at our disposal. The reader controls only the buttons; for the rest, she is the passive viewer. Response
is dictated; poetry is reduced to the calling up of appropriate information.
Patrick Dias

What I think is good about this "new" technology is the tools it gives to students to make their own
sense of information - another way of presenting information. As with microwave ovens, it does
some things better than others. We shouldn't look at it with limited vision - it's not that much
different from a textbook
Debby Dobson

Keeping to the practical, it's here. It's strong. It has the power of advertising and entrepreneurship,
not to mention American imperiaList cultural domination going for it. We can't stop it any more than
we can stop Hollywood's colonizing the Canadian people. Or killer bees heading north. So. What to
do? Know thine enemy.
Sharron Wall
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Session Eight Summary:
"Perspectives on invention"

-

Dawson Harms, Jamie MacKinnon

The eighth and final session of Inkshed 9, was entitled "Perspectives on Invention." Dawson C.
Harms spoke on "Alternative Gestures in Scriptive Invention" and Jamie MacKinnon gave a
presentation called "Invention in a Museless World." Due to time constraints and departing planes,
the session ended too soon for Inkshedders to grapple as much as they would have liked with the
questions provoked by these presentations. In particular, there was much response to a dilemma
raised by Jamie: how to explain where creative ideas come from in the context of contemporary
writing theory, which eschews terms like "muse" and "inspiration."
Nancie Kahan

Inkshedding from Session Eight
I wonder whether mention of the notion of the human soul precipitates titters, rolled eyes or shrugs
among some Inkshedders? If so, what is it that denial of the numinous is concealing among those of
us who prefer "to invent"?...We are still begging fundamental questions of a spiritual nature.
Deanne Bogdan

Writing is a mysterious process. Writing (i.e., the process) itself differs endlessly from itself, so why
should we expect "invention" or rather theories of it to be somehow singular? I'm sure at times
every one of us is "inspired" and can sit and put pen to paper and "it" flows; at other times, we are
confronted with a writing situation in which we must sit and think or freewrite or talk with others or
read or mind-map or play with heuristics to get a start on our writing. Invention as untameable?
Sure, but essentially wecan help it along, or rather we can try to help it along, and sometimes these
efforts are productive.
I guess the important question is whether our theories (from whatever camp they spring)
misrepresent the process of invention. My answer would be that they cannot help but do so - just as
every theory representing such a con~plexprocess is bound to misrepresent that process.
Joanne Andre

If,as (Donald) hful~ayseems to suggest, the writer must wait for inspiration to strike, are writers no
more than scribes who are the vehicles for recording what seems to have been invented outside?
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Are writers no more than an ac~mulation/amalgamation/synthesisof everything that they may
have read/witten/experienced?
Bill Boswell

When we t h i i about concepts like invention, we need to be very vigilant about not losing sight of
the "mess," the occasional and contingent circumstances, which resist our urge to generalize and
abstract. Writing doesn't occur in the laboratory "white space," it occurs in response to situations.
Invention AS A PROBLEM is peculiarly obvious in "white space" writing, where occasion,
circumstance and situation are bracketed out. It's also a problem in "creative" or "expressive"
writing, where occasion, situation and circumstance are treated as somehow speaal, and in some
slightly different sense %racketed out."
But most writing isn't like that. Most writing is more like what I'm doing right now than like the
student essay on in vitro fertilization. That is, it's predominantly a response, and takes its agenda
and terminology and shape from the rich soup of the context - what Dawson H a m s is saying, what I
know about the rest of the people in this room, what I understand the conversation to have been
about, what I imagine my role in it to have been (and what I'd like it to be), etc., etc. To describe
"invention" in this sort of context is to describe something very different from describing "white
room" invention - or the invention that happens when some prototypical poet sits down to "create."
Russ Hunt

Is invention cultural, learned or idiosyncratic?
Pat Sadowy

'%ow can I deal with the multi-dimensionality of writing invention: audience (politics),
interpretation, inspiration, influence, process/product, discourse ethos?

I & want to preserve the sense of the mystery of language (re: Foucault). How can we do this while
not getting lost in it (not losing the world in the text)?

JackRobinson

One of the significant emotions interwoven with the old idea of the muses and invention/
inspiration is w.That's why the muses are female: as
to male writer, they can be both
worshipped, solicited, cultivated, adored& despised, battered, envied, rejected. Male writers want
to possess the other, or at least the writing which is the product of the male-female (poet/muse)
union -it's a literaly child custody struggle.
Susan Drain
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Does the history of invention parallel the history of western gender politics?
Are there metaphors/heuristics for collaborative invention that would work? Do these metaphors/
strategies exist already? Are they named (e.g., brainstorming)?
Jamie Edwards

I'm very concerned about all the ideas regarding "invention" which pull everyday, nitty-gritty
writing UP toward the aesthetic and spiritual. I'd rather see the day-to-day pragmatic perspective
applied to the exhibits in the museum case. Pull them back into the world so we can see that
(paraphrasing Sartre) the muse is other people. (How did I invent that phrase?)
Russ Hunt

Part of the inventive process is saying - We (I) believe. ..And this is what invites dialogue,
Sandy Baardman

CASWAR Business Meeting Report
Steering Committee for t h e Reformulation of lnkshed/CASWAR (Canadian
Association for t h e Study of Writing a n d Reading)
The meeting was held at Banff on Monday May 4th, 1992, during the Inkshed conference, between
7.30 and 9.30 p.m. Thirty eight people attended (a wonderful turnout, given all the other attractions
available). Ann Beer chaired the meeting; three members of the committee (Susan Drain, Barbara
Powell and Stan Straw) spoke briefly about different aspects of the Progress Report (see Inkshed
10.1, Fall 1991).James Reither, Wendy Strachan and Catherine Taylor couldn't attend.
A description of the discussion, with inkshedding, will appear in the next Newsletter. This is a brief
summary of the meeting.
Ann spoke briefly about the history of the Committee and why it was formed at the 1991 Inkshed
conference in Montreal. Here are some of the major reasons:

* We have never had a solid legal status; this has meant that conference organizers in the past have
sometimes been at fiiancial risk as individuals because of commitments made without the beneIit
of official organizational support. In the event of copyright infringement, the conference organizer
or Newsletter editor could also be prosecuted as an individual. We have never had such an
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unfortunate experience, but, as a former organizer said, this is nothing less than "a nine year
miracle."
A second practical concern has been Canadian representation at the US Conference on College
Composition and Communication; many Inkshedders attend this conference, but can only go if
they are on the offiaal program. We need a better system for organizing the Canadian caucus
session and providing support so that Inkshedders can be invited to participate.

A third practical concern is the question of financial support from SSHRC or other granting
agencies, both for the Inkshed conference and for any publications. Once again, this demands a
somewhat more official status than we have yet had.
There has also been a long-standing concern about the problem of insider/outsider divisions in
the group; have certain strong voices (usually those of people with secure positions in large
institutions) tended to dominate precisely because of the lack of democratic structures?
Finally, CASWAR is growing. As memberships increase, we will need to make some careful
decisions about how to run the Conference equitably, keeping its unique atmosphere, without
excluding anyone from participating.
The committee circulated ten copies of the Progress Report. Small groups did some inkshedding and
discussed the report and suggestions about the future. The small groups reported their conclusions
and the whole group then had a long and rich discussion which led to these conclusions:
The committee's next task is to draft a constitution. This will be sent out to all Newsletter
subscribers with a ballot. The ballot will include space for suggested changes and other comments.
In order to provide fresh points of view, three new members have joined the committee. They are:
Sandy Baardman from Winnipeg, Jacqueline Howse (now in Vancouver) and Alayne Sullivan,
formerly from Montreal and now teaching in New York Some former committee members may
drop out this has not yet been decided. The committee will decide on a new coordinator shortly,
as Ann would like to withdraw from that position.
Stan Straw, Neil Besner, Pat Sadowy and Sandy Baardman are forming a subcommittee which will
produce monographs or collections of articles under the Inkshed name. The idea of a journal has
been dropped because of a general consensus that Tertual Studies in Canada, English Quarterly,
Reflections on Canadian Literacy, and other publications now provide more than enough opportunity
for CASWAR members to publish in journal form. (See Stan Straw's report in this Newsletter.)
The new committee will report on its progress in Newsletters this year. Please, if you have ideas,
concerns, or information relevant to this process, send them to the Newsletter editors or to a
committee member.
Finally, a big thank you to Kay and Chris, as well as to their committees, for providing time,
practical assistance and support for this meeting in a wonderful conference setting.
Ann Beer
McGill University
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Russ Hunt Responds to Responses
I regret very much that Deborah Kennedy (and presumably others) heard my provocation on
textbooks as a monologic diatribe (see Inksled 10.1 and 10.3). I didn't intend it in that way. 1thought
that since it was presenting what was so distinctly a minority view, one probably regarded as
crackpot by most people, it needed a strong statement to engage people in taking the ideas with
some seriousness. I take it that with her, at least, that was counterproductive, and I'm sorry, because
I do t h i i the ideas are worth a hearing. I think, more recently, Kay Stewart and Patrick Dias (Inkshed
10.4)did hear them, perhaps in spite of their tone, but I'm not sure I've made myself entirely dear.

Let me try to restate more reasonably a couple of the ideas which perhaps my strident tone masked
or distorted, and which for whatever reasons didn't get discussed much at the Banff conference.The
central one has to do with the nature of classroom discourse, and the site for discourse provided by
the classroom social structure. The second has to do with what might be called the "affordances" of
certain kinds of texts.
First, if you think, as I do, that it is centrally important for language learning of any kind that the
learners be authentically engaged with language (especially, in the case of literacy leaming, with
written language), I think you are probably concerned with the ways in which such engagement can
be fostered or discouraged. The more language is perceived as monologic (regardless of whether it
"really" is or not, or whether we, as teachers and sophisticated users of literacy, think it is or not), the
less chance there is that the perceiver will become instrumentally engaged with it. The more the
l a n m a ~ eceases to be ~erceivedas connected and relevant to the user's immediate situation. the
morf Gely that it will hot be taken and treated as an utterance but as a heap of propositions, to be
taken individually and either remembered or denied. And, finally, the more the lanwaae appears to
be prepackaged for educational purposes, encoded "information;' to be learned for ;he resttihe more
likely it will be that it will be taken by students as this sort of discourse. Thus, I'm suggesting that
any text inscribed in the position of "textbook" tends to move toward being understood in this way.
That's why I made the remark about imagining a Norton Safanic Verses. I might a s well have made it
about the Norton Swift, which tends to convert, for many students, the corrosive passion of A Modest
Proposal into a set of propositions about the birthweight of babies and the history and politics of
Ireland. It is what Ken Goodman calls the '%landing down" effect of uniform typefaces, neatly
introduced, annotated and framed texts, and discussion questions.
A qualification:I'm not arguing that language WILL be taken this way; what I'm saying is that it's
more likely to be. And further: ifs more likely to happen specifically to the students most in need of
our help. Some students (like most faculty) are highly skilled at taking language as though it were
dialogic. In one view, in fact, that's really what literacy development consists of (Deborah Brandt's
Literacy as Involz~ementpresents a particularly powerful argument for this position). But many
students can't or don't habitually move in this direction: their tendency is to take all discourse,
however open to a more dialogic reading, as though it were heaps of propositions. It's those
students with whom I'm most concerned here.

Second, I'm making a connected point about the kinds of texts that tend to get produced in the
situation I'm describing. The textbook I mentioned that I was involved with was supposed to avoid
the "blanding down" by including various viev\~ointsand styles, includu?g different genres and
voices, and presenting the collage of voices and ideas as a genuine discourse arena. Now, years later,
I would expect that even if that editorial aim had been carried through, the book would still have
had to contend with being situated as "the text," and would still have been read by most students as
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"the truth" about the maritime provinces (contentious issues and contradictions, in such a situation,
become "noise" in the system, or evidence that "everybody's entitled to their own opinion" and
what you should do is figure out what the teachex's opinion is so you can offer her that).
But in fact the editorial process produced a text even less likely to be seen as an arena of contending
discourses and voices. The typefaces became uniform, the layouts the same, the voices were edited
down toward a common style: the process of making a series of various manuscripts into a bookwhich is what the industry does and is supposed to do -simply homogenized the contending ideas
and voices. I don't see how anything else could happen: it's what making a book is. But I remain
convinced that having done that, we had prepared a book, and put it into a situation, which
militated very strongly against the possibility that a reader might take the book as dialogic language
- in Bakhtin's terms, a collection of utterances, each composed by a partial, prejudiced, fallible,
passionate human being in response to other utterances by other human beings, and in anticipation
of responses by still others. I should make clear again that I'm not saying the book wasn't that sort of
document, but rather that it became a book less likely to be seen as that sort of document, especially
by those most in need of help in seeing texts that way.
What happened -and I don't see any way around it -is that a situation was created in which the
students most in need of help in learning to take written language as that sort of thing didn't get it.
Indeed, they were put in a situation where they got just the opposite.
This may sound to some as like a diatribe as n ~ earlier
y
note. I don't intend it that way: I intend it as
a dialogic text rather than a monologic one: it's a response, and I hope and expect it will be
responded to.
Russell Hunt
St. Thomas University

A New Kind of Textbook
(In Response to the Responses to Russ Hunt)
McGraw Hill and Kodak Canada have cooperated on an ambitious undertaking to revolutionize the
way textbooks are printed and sold. McGraw Hill has set u p a computer database which currently
holds 70,000 books. (They hope to double that number in the coming year.) It is possible right now to
obtain a diskette listing the titles and their respective tables of contents, formatted for either PC or
Mac. A professor can pick and choose individual chapters from different hooks if she/he so desires,
and then order exactly as many copies of the custom-tailored textbook as required. All will be
printed, bound and delivered in a few days' time. Kodak does the printing on their new Lionheart
1392 printing system, an LED imaging device, similar in quality to the laser printer, but much faster.
This custom tailoring system will have several advantages, for the publisher, the educator, and the
student. The publisher benefits mainly from no longer having to print 10,000 copies of a text, store
them somewhere and hope to goodness they will sell. As well, the number code used to order each
chapter or text will doubly serve to trace the copyright owners, and royalties will be awarded with
each item sold.
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For educators, a solution to the current copyright misery is in itself almost reason enough to "beat a
path to the door." Every educator knows the agony of placing a book on reserve, knowing that
students are going to photocopy pertinent chapters, breaking copyright law. With the ability to
include 3 or 4 chapters from texts otherwise too expensive to order for a class, an educator not only
obeys the law and makes pertinent information readily accessible to the student, but also saves the
student's money and time, since photocopying will be unnecessary to read the information. In the
long run this also helps the ecological balance, simply because less paper is going to be wasted.
Another advantage to the educator is that from this point on, there should be no such thing as "out
of print."
For the student, no more running to the library (between classes!) to briefly bomow reserve texts,
standing in line at the photocopier, spending 10 cents per page, singlepage copying only, to get 40
or 100 pages of a textbook. Or, when presented with a list of books to buy on a limited budget, no
more agonizing over the cost and wondering whether all this information will be useful or whether
only five chapters of each text are really pertinent. A soft-bound copy printed on regular paper
should also cost less than a glossy hardbound book that is one of ten thousand copies.

This is just one of the ways in which the publishing industry has been forced to change since the
advent of desktop publishing. It is by no means the final answer to everybodfs difficulties with
textbooks as they are currently produced, but it does solve some problems and is available now.
Debbie Metchette
McGiIl University

Expanding the Conversation:
Inkshed's Publications
Elsewhere in this issue, readers of the Inkshed newsletter will come across a call for proposals for
books of scholarly readings and full-length monographs. The impetus for this call has come out of
the last two Inkshed Working Conferences. Here, we would like to offer something of the history
and the rationale for the proposed publication initiative.

A Brief History
At the business meeting of the 1991 Inkshed working conference in Montreal (Inkshed 8) wide
ranging discussions took place regarding the status of the Inkshed community. One of those had to
do with the possibility of, or even the desirability of, constituting ourselves as an organisation. A
second had to do with the need for a scholarly journal which could reflect the work of members of
the community, a publication outlet which might be made possible through the realisation of some
sort of formalstructure. As many of you know, a steering committee was struck whose mandate was
to reflect on these discussions and examine the possibilities and problems associated both with
formally organizing and with the proposed publication,
The work of the committee was reported on at length in the newsletter and resulted in further
disivssion of these issues at the 1992 Inkshed working conference in Banff (Inkshed 9). At this
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meeting, consensus was reached on the need for some sort of a (minimal) structure and the steering
committee was given the mandate to draft a constitution.

In the meantime, an application had been made to SSHRCCfor a grant to fund a prospective journal
for the organisation. SSHRCC subsequently rejected the application because, in their words, work
on the journal was not "far enough along." They wanted to see the table of contents of the first ksue.
The rejection of the application was very much a matter of timing- competition for SSHRCC grants
only open every three years and at the time of the deadline, the Inkshed community was simply not
in a position to propose anything other than a prospectus for the journal.
While a SSHRCC grant would have been beneficial, it would have also locked us into a particular set
of conventions for academic publication, especially those regarding the format and process
assodated with publishing a refereed journal. With the constraints of a SSHRCC-funded journal
becoming a non-issue (because of the loss of the prospective grant), committee member, realised
that the possibilities for publication had opened considerably. As a result, alternative formats were
considered and a proposal was ultimately made at Inkshed 9 in Banff that we reject the format of a
refereed jounial. Instead, it was proposed that we publish a series of scholarly books made up of
four volumes per year madeup of a combination of (1)edited collections of scholarly papers dealing
with issues of concern to Inkshedders and (2) monographs, singly or collaboratively authored. (The
exact configuration of any one year would probably depend on the proposals/prospech~ses
received.) Consensus was reached and a mandate was given to the Winnipeg team who put forward
the journal proposal for the publication of two volumes before the next Inkshed conference, with
four volumes per year to be published thereafter, depending on the direction of the comlnurity.

Rationale:A refereed journal or a series of books?
The initial impulse for establishing a publication outlet based within the Inkshed community was
born out of a need for Canadian scholars such as ourselves to expand our professional
conversations. And it seems to us that a refereed journal was the most obvious formal Llirough
which we might realise this impulse, largely because it has always been the predominant forum for
most of our scholarly work However, if we want to publish our work in refereed journals, there are
a plethora of publication outlets already available (though admittedly, they are not all Canadian). If
we want to publish in journals l i e College English, why not submit things to College English? If we
want to publish in Rruding Research Quarterly or Rcscarch in tlz Teaching of English, why not submit
papers to those particular journals? The same goes for publishing in College Composition and
Communication,to say nothing about Poetics, EnglishJouvnal,Language Arts, Jounlal ofReading, Rhetoric
Rmiriu, etc., etc., etc. Obviously, we could go on. The point is that those journals do not discriminate
against Canadian authors. Furthermore, if it is important to us to publish in Canada (and, certainly,
we think it is), then we have refereed joumals here that will take articles: Refiecfions on Canadian
Literacy, English Quarterly, Canadian Literature Review.
Also, after the initial discussion at Inkshed 8 (Montreal) which led us to consider establishing a
refereed journal, Te.xtual Sttidies in Cannda has appeared. S i c e seeing the first issue, it seems to us
that Textual Studies in Canada fulfils much of the "need" many of us feel for publication of our work
in the Canadian context in a "refereed journal format." In their advertising lilerature, Will GarretPetts and Henry Hubert have suggested that TSC would like to look like College English; the goal of
having a "Canadian College English," or something analogous to it, was expressed by a number of
people during the discussion at Inkshed 8.
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In their introduction to the first edition, the editors have stated: "Textual Studies in Canada
provides...a forum in which researchers and teachers can address issues related to the study of texts
within a Canadian context. We are interested in how texts are composed, read, and variously
defied ....Appropriate subjects include Canadian literature (including 'non-fiction'), popular
culture, composition, reading theory, translation, pedagogy, Canadian Studies, feminism, and
critical theory....TSC is thus interested in exploring such issues as what motivates writing and
reading; where texts come from, who writes them, and who reads them; how texts function and how
they are used. In other words, TSC seeks to explore notions of writer, text, and reader, and to make
visible the communal and consensual interaction involved in authorship" (p, iii). Now, if that
doesn't define most of what we want out of a journal, then our understanding of what most
Inkshedders want in a journal is unclear. Admittedly, TSC has limited space; but there is discussion
of expanding it to two volumes a year. We also believe, and we think that Inkshedders would agree,
that it would be counter-productive to create a situation in which two journals in Canada, with
relatively the same stated purpose, would be in a position to compete with one another.
The question, then, is: Do we need another refereed journal? You'll notice that our question was not:
Do we need another publication outlet in Canada? Clearly we think we do. Admittedly, refereed
journals have their limitations.The alternative, which was proposed at Inkshed 9, was to establish a
publication series made up of four volumes a year, with some mix of edited volumes (with 8-12
commissioned articles) and monographs. This gives us the opportunity to extend the conversations
that we are having, significantly, by expanding the formats for those conversations. It gives us the
opportunity to define a number of issues we are intensely interested in, and to explore them
substantially through an elaborated forum of either collections of readings or monograph-length
books. With the arrival of TSC perhaps a reasonable number of outlets are available for publishing
scholarly work in refereed journals. The proposed series is meant to provide a forum "in addition
to" rather than "instead of" those outlets. Rather than competing, the proposed series is meant to
complement the present stock of journals that are currently publishing in Canada and the US.
The series of books proposed here offers editors and authors freedoms that have, so far, been quite
limited in the Canadian context. Canadian authors should not have to go to Ablex, or Longman, or

Boynton/Cook-Heinemann, or Southern Illinois University Press, or (for that matter) to NCTE to
publish collections of readings or monograph-length work, particularly if that work addresses issues
that are part of the Canadian conversation. That is not to suggest that the people who have done
those things should not be applauded for having done them; but, many who have published
elsewhere might have considered publishing here in Canada if there had been a viable Canadian
publisher (i.e., us) who would both publish and buy those volumes. In addition, it s e e m strange
that, at present, we often have to go to the United States in order to buy books written by Canadians,
especially when, for a "subscription" price of between $30.00 and $35.00 Canadian, we could receive
all four of these volumes each year as well as the Inkshed Newsletter.
Finally, the proposed series appears to be consistent with the broader inclinations of the Inkshed
community. At Inkshed conferences, often there emerges a tension between the variety of ways that
participants are given to talk to one another-that is, through large-group discussion, small group
discussion, through the posting of Inksheds, through using editorial boards, or though various
combinations of these. In the "mess" of the conversation, as Russ Hunt puts it, it is often difficult to
tell which is preferable, which will enhance the conversation and which will hinder it. But despite
the tension, the impulse is always to find new ways to strengthen and promote this talk among
ourselves. This is the motivation for our exploring this new publishing initiative. Through this series
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of volumes, we can find new ways to talk, to engage in dialogue, and to expand our professional
conversations.

Questions and Answers
Who's going to do the work? The truth of the matter is: We all will. We will have to propose ideas for
edited volumes; we will have to be willing to write, revise, collaborate on papers; we will have to do
some of the "publishing" work. HOWEVER, that would not be a whole lot more work than would
be involved in writing and reviewing for a joumal. If we were really serious about submitting
articles to a Canadian journal in literacy, rhetoric, and pedagogy; if we were really serious about
doing the reviewing associated with a journal; then we are not really talking about a whole lot more
work h e r e i n fact, given the "papers" we present at ACCIJTE, NCTE, Mcshed, CCCC, etc., we
ought to be able to generate enough work to make this go. Furthermore, those of us who originally
"volunteered" to do the work associated with a journal-Neil
Besner, Pat Sadowy, Sandy
Baardman, and Stan Straw-have been appointed to serve as "managing editors" or "publishers."
The work in produang these volumes is certainly not going to be (for us) a lot more work than
editing a journal.
How will the publication procedure work? Those of us who were appointed as managing editors for
this initiative are putting out a call for proposals for both edited volumes and monographs. In the
case of monographs, contributors have been asked to provide a prospectus and a timelie. Proposals
which are received will be sent out to a group of reviewers and decisions on whether to publish will
be based on the reviewers' comments. After a proposal is accepted, the managing editors will serve
in a traditional capacity: editing the volume, assuring consistency, proofreading, and preparing it for
publication. For edited volumes, prospective editors have been asked to provide, along with a
prospectus and a timeline, a list of potential contributors for the proposed book. If no list, or if a
partial list, of contributors is available, the managing editors will, on behalf of the editors, put out a
call for papers on the topic of the edited volume. Again, the prospectus would first be sent out for
review before the decision to publish was made by the managing editors. Managing editors will
then only be responsible for final review of the volume as well as preparing it for publication. In all
cases, for both monographs and edited works, authors and editors should feel free to propose a wide
variety of topics and fonnats. The important thing is to communicate a vision for the book, one
which can be collaboratively developed by all those involved with its publication. The managing
editors' job, rather than being prescriptive, is to be responsive to the publication initiatives
undertaken by the community.
What about distribution? Can Canadian authors and editors be ensured of a relatively wide
readership? First of all, rather than distribute these books on an individual basis, the series will be
sold by subscription-that is, all four books plus the newsletter for one base price of $30 to 535
Canadian. We have a community that would as quickly buy into a subscription four volumes a year
as would buy into a journal. Furthermore, we could "market" this to libraries in about the same way
that we would "market" a joumal. Our sense is that 150-200 libraries would/might be willing to
subscribe to this sort of deal (particularly if the volumes are as high a quality as we are proposing);
with a possible Inkshed subscription (realistically)of 100-125, that would give us an initial print run
of between 250-325 (and that's as well as most Boynton/Cook-Heinemann books do in a single
year). We also tlunk that we could probably convince CCTE to cany these volumes in their
catalogue.
What about the U. S. market? Some of us have voiced concerns about the possibility that a Canadian
publishing venture would limit us to only distributing our books in Canada. Once the Inkshed
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community has organised, we are free to become affiliated (for a fee of about $50.00/year) with the
National Council of Teachers of English. And NCTE will always consider (though not always
accept) a book published by an affiliated organization. (For example, the Manitoba Association of
Teachers of English has published one book: NCTE has bought 1,000 copies of that book). Now, an
organization doesn't (typically) make any money on the NCTE distribution deal, but we can (once
we are organized and affiliated with NCTE) have them cany it in their catalogue, giving us an
American distribution network so that our work could be sold both in Canada and the US. (and
there is no duty on books going across the border).
How do we get started? Our initial suggestion is to rely on previous (and upcoming) Inkshed
conferences for our initial publications. Textual Practices seems rich in possibilities. So do the
conferences in Halifax and Montreal-in fact, we might be able to reach back further than that.
Furthennore, we might look to as-yet-unpublished theses and dissertations as well as theses and
dissertations currently being written. Furthermore, there are (probably)a lot of people out there who
have a paper or series of papers that could be expanded either into a monograph or into a substantial
contribution to an edited volume. And most importantly, we should all consider those projects that
have been nagging at us, those projects that deserve our attention, those projects that we and our
colleagues have been talking about. Clearly, the Inkshed community represents a group of fine
thinkers and credible scholars, and we are sure that there is work out there waiting to be published,
as well as other work still to be done that is waiting for the right circumstances
Stan Straw
University of Manitoba

Call for Proposals:
The lnkshed Publication Series

The Vision
The primary reasons for this publication initiative are related to Canadian academics' and teachers'
needs for an ongoing vehicle to create and maintain the dialogue on current scholarship, research,
and theory in the domains of language study; composition studies; rhetorical studies; the study of
texts and how they are composed, read, and used; response to literature study; pedagogy in English
studies; language arts and English education; media and communication studies; and related fields.
We the managing editors of the initiative (Neil Besner, Pat Sadowy, Sandy Baardman, and Stan
Straw) are, therefore, making a call for proposals for a new publication series dedicated to serving
those needs.
We believe our first priority should be to provide Canadian scholars and teachers with an
opportunity to address other Canadians. We also believe that these same scholars should have some
means of addressing the international community of scholars. In order to ensure that the series deals
with the most current and engaging issues in our field, we wish to see publications written primarily
by Canadians, edited and reviewed by Canadians, but addressed to both a national and
international audience. That is, we wish to recognize that much of the work being carried out in
Canada is not only part of the Canadian conversation, but is among the most innovative work being
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done in English studies internationally as well. We suspect that the audience for the series will be,
firstly, members of the Inkshed community. The broader audience will probably be comprised of
university educators and researchers in the areas of English and English education, teachers and
consultants in language arts, graduate students in English, rhetoric, and education, as well as
undergraduate university students.
We do not intend that the series become a compilation of classroom activities or teaching strategies;
rather, we envision publications which report on current research (in its broadest definition),
scholarship, theory, and the analysis of emerging conceptual constructs, while recognizing the
potential influence these constructs have on classroom practice. What the publication series attempts
to do is to provide a venue for alternative conceptualizations of language and discourse which
challenge traditional theories and their attendant pedagogies, as well as to give voice to emerging,
different, and marginalized discourses. In addition, the series hopes to reflect current information
and debate concerning the many facets of theory and research in composition, rhetoric, textual
studies, and response to literature.

Publication Proposals
This initiative will be comprised, initially, of two types of books: edited volumes and singly- or
multiply-authored monographs. They will be of the highest quality possible in both scholarship and
publication standards. We envision books similar in format and look to edited volumes and
monographs published by the National Council of Teachers of English or any one of the highly
reputable academic publishers (e.g., Heinemann, Ablex, Longman).

Edited Volumes: We envision the edited books to be made up of approximately 200 pages
(typescript, which is approximately 250 pages manuscript) with articles from six or eight different
authors. These books will be edited by members of the community who make proposals. Those
proposal should include a discussion (2-3 pages) describing the intent of the book as well as the
rationale for addressing the topic(s) in the book. The proposers should also suggest names of
possible contributors to the book as well as the possible topics those contributors will discuss. For
these volumes, prospective editors need not have contacted the possible contributors to submit a
proposal, or, for that matter, need to have all of the contributors selected. Furthermore, prospective
editors may suggest an idea for a volume without having particular contributors identified. In these
cases, we (the managing editors) will send out a call for papers on the topic of the volume on behalf
of the editors. Decisions about the final papers for the volume will be made by the editors/
proposers, in consultation with the managing editors. The decisions of which volumes to publish
(since we are only planning four volumes from both categories--edited volumes and monographswill be decided by the managing editors after the proposals have been sent out for review.
Monographs: Monographs, either singly- or multiply-authored will also be part of the publication
initiative. We are looking for extended discussions of topics important to the Inkshed community.
These monographs will, typically, be about 100 pages long (typescript, i.e., about 125 pages
manuscript). The topics covered by the monographs should be focused and of scholarly and
pedagogical importance to the Inkshed community. Proposal for monographs should incIude a 2-3
page statement of the topic and its relevance as well as the theoretical perspective to be taken in the
book. The proposal should also include a preliminary table of contents. Again, the decisions of
which monographs will be published will be made by the managing editors after the proposals have
been sent out for review.
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Alternative formats: The editors of the initiative are also interested in formats other than the two
listed above and are interested in receiving proposals for such alternative formats. The format must
be of book-length (100-200 pages), be appropriate in terms of scholarly and pedagogical significance,
and be publishable. Proposals for such volumes should include the theoretical perspective of the
proposed volume, the shape the book will take, and a possible stmctural outline of the book
DEADLINE FOR THE FIRST CONSIDERATION: SEPTEMBER 1, 1992, WITH DECSION TO
PUBLISH BY NOVEMBER 1. After the September deadline, we will decide on two volumes to
publish, with publication dates prior to the Inkshed conference next year (Inkshed 10). The next
deadline for proposals wiJl be March 1,1993, at which time we will decide on up to four additional
volumes to publish in the fall of 1993 and the spring of 1994. Proposals should be in a form that can
be photocopied to be sent out for review. If you wish to discuss any prospects or have any questions,
please contact Sandy Baardman or Stan Straw.

Proposal should be submitted to:
Inkshed Publication Initiative
c/o Stan Straw
245 Education, University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3T 2N2

Stan Skaw
Sandy Baardman
Pat Sadowy
Neil Besner
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